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what do you need to test a 
Cappuccino Application?

An unit testing framework  

An integration/functional testing framework 

Possibility to test the DOM in your tests 

Possibility to use these frameworks in a CI (Jenkins, 
TravisCI, CircleCI…)



summary

OJTest, a collection of unit testing Frameworks 

Cucapp, an interface between Cucumber and 
Cappuccino 

Demo (if it works) 



OJTest
Collection of Frameworks for testing a Cappuccino Application 

Perfect for unit testing 

Tool written in Objective-J 

Does not use a web browser, run in a shell with Rhino or Narwhal 

Does not work/test DOMElements   

Provides the command ojtest  

https://github.com/cappuccino/OJTest

https://github.com/cappuccino/OJTest


installation
OJTest is installed with 
Cappuccino 

Installed version is 
linked to the last 
release of Cappuccino 

Install OJTest manually 
if you want the latest 
modifications



OJUnit
A xUnit framework 

Perfect tool to do assertions 

Can be used to test public or private methods 

Static/instance setUp and tearDown 

Can be used to test uncompiled code 

Lot of examples in Cappuccino itself



OJMoq

A mock framework 

Perfect tool to mock an external resource, for 
instance a ReST server 

Perfect tool to test the behavior of a library using 
datasource or delegate



–Hope it’s going to work…

“Demo” 



cucapp
Interface between Cucumber and Cappuccino (third-party library) 

Perfect tool to create functional tests 

Tool written in Ruby 

Works with Chrome/Firefox/Opera/PhantomJS 

Possibility to do black-box testing or white-box testing 

Possibility to record a set of events and play them again and again 

CLI in the javascript console for debugging  

https://github.com/cappuccino/cucapp

https://github.com/cappuccino/cucapp


cucumber
Cucumber is for Behavior-Driven 
Development 

Language Gherkin is used to 
define test cases 

Provides a huge amount of 
features/plugins 

Easy to read and use 

Large community



at a glance



installation
Cucapp does not come with Cappuccino 

Ruby needs to be installed 

Clone the Cucapp repository and do jake install  

Install the gems Cucumber - Nokogiri - JSON - Thin - 
Watir-Webdriver 

Install the command cucapp on your system



cucapp philosophy
Cucapp provides a set of abstract steps to simulate any behavior an user could do : 

- Click on the mouse  

- Hit keys on the keyboard  

- Drag and drop 

- Scrolling 

Cucapp creates new DOMEvents and dispatches them to the main document of the Cappuccino 
Application. The chain events of Cappuccino is preserved and Cucapp covers the exact same amount 
of code as a real DOMEvent. 

Cucapp provides a mechanism to retrieve informations from the Cappuccino Application. For instance 
value of a CPTextField, the date of a CPDatePicker etc… 

Cucapp provides an easy mechanism to add new behavior or new methods to retrieve information 

Add the ivar cucappIdentifier to the class CPResponder (unique identifier for the test context) 

Water Webdriver is used to control the Browser



cucapp Command

Initialize a cappuccino 
application with cucapp 

Add a command jake 
cucumber-test to your 
Jakefile 

Add the needed files to 
create new tests



cucapp CLI

Cucapp CLI in the javascript console 

Possibility to search CPResponder’s through the 
javascript console 

Useful for the QA team for getting information about 
CPResponder data 

Useful for the development team for debugging



–Hope it’s going to work again…

“Demo” 



jakefile enhancements



the future of Cucapp

Create better test results with screen shots or videos 

Create an automated generator of documentation 
with the positive test cases (videos recording) 

Integrate Cucapp in the Cappuccino project 
(currently working on that) 



–Alexandre Wilhelm

Questions ? 
(And sorry for my poor english…) 

@WilhelmAlex @Dogild


